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The European Parliament,
1) Points out once more that without exception all questions concerning the
1aw of the sea fall within the spheres of activity of the European Community
in that Community Iaw
a) concedes to the organs of the Community capacity in international law
analogous to that of the Ivlember States,
b) by virtue of obligations and rights arising from international law is
assigned new responsibilities not whol1-y defined by the legislation of
the Member States,
c) can be given a part to play in the attainment of highly important ob-jectives in connection with the law of the sea through appropriate
decisions of the Council;
2) Supports the Commission in consistently seeking to infer from Article 235
and Article 227 (1) of the EEC Treaty - as construed by the Court of Justice
of the European Communities in cases Nos 3, 4 and 5/76 - a limited power to
reach a common position for the Member States of the European Community at
the third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea;
3) Sees a promising means of achieving commercially acceptable arrangements
on the law of the sea in the foreign trade sector, first and foremost
through close coordination with the United States - which according to
present information regards as unsatisfactory the draft conventionrs
cumbersome international rules, the provisions on transfer of technology(inter alia for security reasons), the arrangements with regard to duties
and the provisional investment protection measures - and secondly through
cooperation between the triember States in the exclusive economic zones ex-
tending uP to the edge of the continental shelf in accordance with the
European Parliamentrs decision of 10 April L981 and thirdly through co-
ordination of the interim laws of l'lember States with deep-sea mining
interests;
4 ) Recognizes that bilateral agreements with Third World countries are a
sound way of helping them develop their economic activities through new
forms of international cooperation;
5) CaIIs therefore for technological cooperation:
a) with a view to implementing the subsidy programme provided for in the
second Lom6 agreement for mining on the continental shelf of the
partner states and
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b) wit'h a viet to extending the communitiesicooperation agreement withBrazil concerning common investments in deep-sea mining, as proposed
' in poinB 37 f.f of the resolution adopted at the E!:c/Latin America
interparliamentary conference held at Bogota from 25 Lo 2g January
1981;
6) welcomes the unofficiar announcement by the organLzing committee of the
conference on the Law of the sea dated 27 August 19gl that the pranned
package solutjon would contain an F:EC clause whcreby the united Nations
noted a special division of competence between the Community and the
l.lember States i
7) considers, given that this EEC clause entaits an obligation on slgna-
tory states to notify all rights vested exclusively in the community,
that apart from measures under Article 94, it is high time that the
Conmunity be given real competence for economic activities in the
maritime field;
8) suggests as sectors to be notified irrespective of the st,ate of harmo-
nization of raws and the actual transfer of executive powers:
a) powers vested in the community excLusively under the Treaty of Rome:
community fishing rights and coordination of environmental protec-
tion, competition 1aw, rights of establishment and related rights
with respect to shipping and the exproitation of the seabed;
b) powers exercisable jointly by the community and the Member states
as against third parties:
responsibility under the ECSC Treaty for financial aid in favour
of exploration projects, adoption of a community position on the
exLraction of minerals from the continental shelf beyond 200 nauti-
cal miles from the coast and possibly on the present arrangements
with regard to deep-sea mining;
9) Assures the commission that the European parliament willpursue the
debate on maritime matters in its appropriate committeesi
10) rnstructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council,
the commission and the chairman of the third uN conference on the
Law of the Sea.
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